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Nike to Host Panel With Physician Who Performs Gender
Surgeries on Children
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Leaked emails obtained by the Daily Wire
show that the woke athletic shoe company
Nike will partner with a physician who has
openly admitted to performing mastectomies
on otherwise healthy female children. Dr.
Blair Peters, a plastic and reconstructive
surgeon, has openly admitted to performing
mastectomies on “3 young adults and
adolescents” in one day.

In a now-deleted Tweet, shared by Libs of
TikTok and others, Peters wrote: “I
performed three gender affirming
mastectomies (top surgeries) for 3 young
adults and adolescents today. All had
supportive parents present. You could see
the family relief the second we wheeled back
to the OR. I could sense the shift. ‘We made
it. We have a chance.'”

However, in a subsequent tweet (which has also been deleted), Peters seemed to argue that such
surgeries were a conspiracy theory of some sort. “Many surgeries can actually be PREVENTED by early
medical treatment. Surgery is frequently used as an inflammatory topic to manufacture a FALSE
narrative that ‘kids’ are getting ‘parts chopped off.’ This is PROPAGANDA. Full stop./end.”

So, a surgeon who first admitted to “chopping parts off” of children then claimed that even the
discussion of such a thing is propaganda. Is it any wonder that many of us can’t understand what is
happening with the euphemistically termed “gender affirming” therapies?

Peters, who uses “he/they” pronouns and self-describes as “queersurgeon,” works at the Oregon Health
and Science University and, according to the leaked email, will take part in a discussion panel with
other LGBT activists on July 11 reportedly to focus on “policies impacting the transgender community.”
The discussion is intended to be a part of the shoe company’s Pride celebration, which will go on
through June and into July. The catchphrase for the company’s Pride celebration is “Together we are
undeniable.”

“Join the Human Rights Campaign, Portland Community Football Club’s Kaig Lightner, and OHSU
Trans Health Program’s Dr. Blair Peters for a panel and Q&A to discuss policies impacting the
transgender community,” an email advertising the upcoming event said.

That panel discussion is just a small part of Nike’s Pride calendar.

“Join us at our inaugural Pride Community Fair, spotlighting local queer, women, and minority-owned
businesses,” the leaked email proclaims. “You will have an opportunity to cultivate an undeniable sense
of community and belonging with your Nike teammates through activations like … a family friendly
Drag Story Time.”
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That “family friendly” drag event is scheduled for July 13.

Nike has also pledged big money gifts to several “LGBTQIA+” organizations. “This year, through our
Inclusive Community portfolio investment, Nike is supporting six organizations advancing the
LGBTQIA+ community with a total of $600,000 in funding,” the email states.

Perhaps the Portland-based Nike considers themselves immune from the type of backlash that other
companies such as Bud Light and Target have faced in the past several months. After all, recall that
Nike also partnered with former NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick, an America-hating race-baiter who
initiated kneeling for the national anthem. While many were frustrated with Nike’s decision to partner
with Kaepernick, their bottom line didn’t take much of a hit.

Maybe this time, the leftist company’s blatant slap in the face to average American consumers will be
met with a boycott that finally makes them think twice about pursuing the brand loyalty of such a small
societal segment, especially when it comes to hardcore sports fanatics — the type of customers the
company built their empire with but seems determined to leave in the past.
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